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SAY “YES” TO
REFEIS THAT DRESS
The resale market for Irish
Dance costumes is as robust as
ever, and services like ReFeis
That Dress make it easy to
connect sellers with potential
buyers globally. Painless solo
costume sales can be tricky,
so dancers turn to trusted
services to help them through
the process. At ReFeis That
Dress, company owners Helen
and Amanda ensure both
buyer and seller walk away
from the transaction happy.
Their goal is for dancers to
say “YES” to the ReFeis That
Dress costume. One unique
aspect of their business

is that they also oﬀer
costume rentals. This is
ideal for dancers who
have outgrown their
current costume or sold a
costume before their new
one arrives.
The process to sell a
costume with Refeis That Dress
begins with emailing
info@refeisthatdress.com
stating you have a solo
costume to sell, including your
name, contact information and
a picture of the costume. Once
the ladies have your costume,
sellers can relax as Helen
and Amanda do all the work,

including professional photos,
social media and web, private
fittings, negotiations, and all
the travelling. Potential
buyers search
www.refeisthatdress.com
through filters or by sending an
email asking to be part of the
personal shopping experience.
Dresses are numbered
according to length, from the
shoulder to the hemline. There

is a search field and tags to
narrow choices. The company
also oﬀers private fittings
either in person or via video
chat to find the dancer their
perfect solo costume.
For more information, be
sure to check them out at
www.refeisthatdress.com or
on Facebook and Instagram!

Sock INNOVATION!
Skin Shields Designed for Irish Dance!
Rhythm Nation’s recognition
of Irish Dancers as athletes
in a competitive sport
continually drives its product
development, with a focus on

overcoming the challenges
they face on their dancing
journey.
Grainne Campbell, owner
of Rhythm Nation, has spent
two years trying to solve the
blister and torn skin problem
most dancers experience
when breaking in shoes. “The
product was designed to solve
my own problem – dealing
with the blisters and torn
skin on my daughter’s feet.
No amount of breaking in or
‘out-of-the-box’ heavy shoes
seemed to make a diﬀerence.”
Grainne knew there had to be a
solution and set out to develop
a new sock for dance practice.
“We were delighted when

an Irish-owned sports sock
manufacturer agreed that
this was a genuine problem
that needed to be solved,”
explains Grainne. Together
they worked to solve many of
the issues. Three prototypes
later, the company debuted
their new sock – Skin
Shields.
“Friction on the skin
is reduced (because the
inside layer and outside
layer rub against each other,
instead of rubbing the
skin), feet are kept dry, so
the skin breaks less easily.
The inside layer is Meryl®
Skinlife, a lightweight,
hypoallergenic microfibre

that draws moisture to the
outer cotton sock. We added
a reinforced heel and toe,
as well as an arch grip, for
comfort,” explains Grainne.
The company believes this is
the innovation in socks that
dancers have been dreaming
about for years.
The product ships
internationally with no
shipping charge and there
is discount for bulk orders
from dance schools. Skin
Shields are available in the
USA through Fabrince and
Callahans. Learn more at
www.skinshields.ie
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